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Abstract—This paper gives a brief about two of the metaheuristic techniques that are used to find best among the optimal
solutions for complex problems like travelling salesman problem,
Quadratic problem. Both of these techniques are based on the
natural phenomenon of ant. Ant algorithm find good path but
due to some short comings of it, this algorithm is not able to give
best out of the good or optimal solutions, but modified ant
algorithm which is based on probability finds out the best among
the optimal paths We will also see that the modified ant
algorithm can obtain less number of hops which helps us to get
the best solution to typical problems.

II. BACKGROUND

Social insects like ants, bees or termites are generally
conceived
as simple, non-intelligent animals however,
collectively they exhibit impressive problem solving skills.
Inspired by these insects research in the past decade has
led to some fascinating progress in the field of natural
algorithms. In the real world, ants (initially) wander randomly,
and upon finding food return to their colony while laying
down pheromone trails. If other ants find such a path, they are
likely not to keep travelling at random, but to instead follow
Keywords— Ant Algorithm, Modified Ant algorithm, the trail, returning and reinforcing it if they eventually find
Travelling Salesman Problem, Quadratic problem, Ant System
food. Over time, however, the pheromone trail starts to
evaporate, thus reducing its attractive strength. The more time
I. INTRODUCTION
it takes for an ant to travel down the path and back again, the
Both meta-heuristic techniques i.e. ant algorithm and more time the pheromones have to evaporate. A short path, by
modified ant algorithm are based on of the natural comparison, gets marched over faster, and thus the pheromone
phenomenon that ants take the shortest path as and when they density remains high as it is laid on the path as fast as it can
move out from their nest in search of their food and vice-versa. evaporate. Pheromone evaporation has also the advantage of
The ant algorithm can be used to traverse the shortest path for avoiding the convergence to a locally optimal solution.
the complex problem like travelling salesman. When
If there were no evaporation at all, the paths chosen by the
probability comes into picture it makes work of selecting the
shortest or the best path from the good ones a bit easy. We first ants would tend to be excessively attractive to the
have simulated the nodes for Travelling Salesman problem following ones. In that case, the exploration of the solution
using ant algorithm and modified Ant algorithm. Study below space would be constrained. Thus, when one ant finds a good
shows us that the modified ant algorithm gives lesser number (i.e. shortest) path from the colony to a food source, other ants
of hopes than Ant algorithm at the same connection time. are more likely to follow that path, and positive feedback
Modified ant algorithm technique chooses the best among all eventually leads all the ants following a single path. The idea
good paths that are available. As a part of study we will see of the ant colony algorithm is to mimic this behaviour with
that the average number of hops at connection time after "simulated ants" walking around the graph representing the
changing the probability by the formula of ant algorithm gives problem to solve.
lesser number of hops and hence gives the better option for
In the existing ant algorithm ant will travel to the node
selecting the shortest path. Experimentation will show that whose probability is higher, out of these ant used to select one
modified ant algorithm is a promising optimization technique path and use to travel to all the nodes with high probabilities
for solving complex combinatorial optimization problems like only. In this process ant generally doesn’t look at the other
TSP. Modified ant algorithm makes use of the probability possible solution or paths available for her to traverse and in
theory to get the maximum pheromone where ant can go and this way sometime ant used to miss the best among the good
take their food gives us the best path among the goods.
paths. Modified ant algorithm overcomes this problem via
In ant colony optimization algorithms, all ants begin to looking at the all possible solutions and calculating the
generate the same result. This situation is named as stagnation shortest path to cover all the paths.
behaviour, because after a point algorithm stops to generate
III. FORMULA USED
alternative solutions. The reason of this situation is after a
Ant system algorithm can be described as in following
certain number of iterations, ants start generating the same
solutions because pheromone amount intensifies in some steps:
points and the difference between pheromone concentrations
(a) Parameters:
on paths become very huge.
Parameters that are used to evaluate and analyse the
At this point modified ant algorithm comes into picture and performance of ant algorithm mentioned below:
after calculating the best probability of the pheromone the
•
Processed node probability
optimal path is taken out from the simulations results related
to ant algorithm and modified ant algorithm.
•
Update probability
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Ratio of proceed node probability

Calculate the ratio: ratio = 100/200 = 0.5

The formula of finding the probability and modification of
probability:-

Set the probability of the node to its current value multiplied
by the ratio

r=∑pi/100 i=1-n

Node 2: 133.3333 * ratio (0.5) = 66.6666%

pu = ((pi+100)+(∑p-pi))*r

Node 3: 33.3333 * ratio (0.5) = 16.6666%

r -> ratio

Node 4: 33.3333 * ratio (0.5) = 16.6666% Node 2
(66.6666%) + Node 3 (16.6666%) +
Node 4 (16.6666%) = 99.9999%

pi -> processed node prob.
p -> prob. Of nodes before processing
pu -> Updated Probability.
(i) Calculation of probability:-

Fig 2 Shows the after calculating probability of pheromone Node A
has highest probability

To improve the above algorithm traverse all the nodes to
select the path in first iteration and in second iteration select
the second path and traverse all the path and find the good
paths and after that among the good paths select the best path
and modified algorithm will be better as compare to the
simple ant algorithm and number of hops will be less in
modified algorithm.

Fig 1 Equal probability at all nodes

(i) How probability is calculated?
IV. EXPERIMENTATION

The above formula is used to calculate the probability
1) Initialize
Node 2 was the destination (probability 1 = 100%), divide
100% into three paths as shown in the fig 1 above.
Probability of all the three paths i.e. A to B is 33.33%, A to C
is 33.33% and A to D is 33.33%

A. Ant algorithm
In this section, the simulation results on 100 nodes are
shown.
1) At first simulation in ant colony algorithm

In which m ants are positioned on n towns. The starting town
and the nodes allowed to visit are initialized for each ant.
2) Iteration
//traverse all nodes, and come back to the starting nodes.
{The ant moves to next town according to the highest
probability in second iteration}
3) It takes 1 hop to get its destination
Divide 1 hop by 100:100%
Add 100 to the probability value of node 2(currently 33.333)
= 133.333.
100 + 33.333 = 133.333%
4) Add the values of the other nodes to 133.3333
(133.3333+ 33.3333 + 33.3333) = 200 (approximately)

Fig. 3 Average number of hops vs Connection time
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Fig 3 shows the average number of hops on connection
time with modification of the probability in ant algorithm and
number of hops will change according to the modification of
the probability in 100 nodes.
2) At second simulation in ant colony algorithm

Fig 6 Average number of hops vs Connection time

Fig 4 Average number of hops vs connection time

2) At second simulation in modified ant colony algorithm

3) At third simulation in ant colony algorithm

Fig 5 Average number of hops Vs connection time

B. Modified ant algorithm
The probability of some paths that are likely to be selected
becomes low gradually when the algorithm is implemented for
a certain period. In order to increase the possibility of
exploring these paths, choose the path with highest probability.
Initially select the path and visit all the nodes from source to
destination and then select the good path after that select the
next path and visit all the nodes and select the best path from
all the good paths. In modified algorithm number of hops will
be less.
1)

Fig 6 shows the average number of hops on connection
time with the modification of the probability in ant algorithm
and number of hops will change according to the updation
of the probability in 100 nodes it also shows the comparison
between first simulation, second simulation and third
simulation.

Fig 7 connection time vs average number of hops in modified algorithm
for second simulation

3) At third simulation in modified ant colony algorithm

At first simulation in modified ant colony algorithm

Fig 8 Average no of hops Vs connection time
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Fig 8 shows the average number of hops on connection
time with the modification of the probability in ant algorithm
and number of hops will change in 100 nodes it also shows
the comparison between first simulation, second simulation
and third simulation.
V. RESULT

algorithm is an efficient way to solve the TSP as well as
provide a new idea to solve other typical problems as well.
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